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Predicting the urbanized site seismic response such as historical city centers is a cumbersome but challenging task
due to the prominent role that foundation-soil-structure interaction plays in the upper part of surficial sediments
nearby the built environment.
Therefore, new procedures and experimental techniques are needed to investigate seismic response of “urbanized
soil deposits” enabling to perform back-analyses numerical simulations. As a matter of fact, the commonest
method to make expedited estimations of site dependent natural periods within urbanized sites is the Nakamura
technique. It measures the predominant period of the soil based on the ratio between the horizontal and the vertical
surficial soil spectral response excited by means of the ambient noise. Such technique seems not working within
geological complex structures.
In order to find out a more reliable in field technique, the classical dynamic load testing (DLT) commonly
used to measure the predominant periods of structures has been used, here, to predict the natural period of the
soil-foundation system. An electro-mechanical generator deliveries a pure shear excitation of sinusoidal shape
with a maximum amplitude of 20kN and frequencies ranging between 0 and 15Hz. The “vibrodyne” has been
placed directly on the ground near a public building and the response spectra were measured by velocimeters
placed both on each building stories and on the ground. Such new experimental method has been tested at
Fivizzano city center, belonging to Massa-Carrara district, in Tuscany Region territory. The choice of the testing
site is due to the presence of a seismic station equipped by coupled accelerometers, one at the surface and the
other at the bottom of the bore hole. These sensors enable an accurate analysis of the filtering effects of about
thirty meter deposits overlying bedrock at the site.
The comparison between the predominant periods of the soil-foundation system derived from the two techniques
shows the efficiency of the new geophysical device with respect to the Nakamura technique in complex geological
environment.
Moreover, numerical bi-dimensional simulations have been carried out within Fivizzano city center after being val-
idated by means of these experimental outcomes. Numerical simulations confirm the experimental results although
they point out that the soil-structure seismic response with respect to amplified ranges of periods/frequencies
strongly depends on the input motion features: weak and strong motion excitations amplify different ranges of
periods/frequencies. These outcomes should suggest caution in weak-motion seismic site characterization and
focus on the need to take in account the non-linear soil response to strong motion excitations.


